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The ongoing impact of
austerity measures, cuts
to local services, and the
extraordinary setbacks caused
by the coronavirus pandemic,
means that, alongside
delivering more affordable
homes, there’s a pressing need
for social housing providers to
develop more radical service
delivery solutions, if they’re to
meet the multi-layered needs
of many of our communities.
One of our greatest underused assets is our diverse
supply chain. The quality and
range of resources available
from the suppliers we award
goods, services and works
contracts to, can help create
places where people want
to live, help us meet our
environmental aspirations
and help our customers and
communities thrive.
In 2019, housing associations
accounted for about 10% of
the £93 billion spent by the
public sector on contracts for
goods and services1.
1 Tussell - public sector procurement insight specialist
2 Social Value Portal
3 Hyde Strategic Plan

The total impact value
resulting from the social
value generated by suppliers

is typically about 20% of
the contract value2. Even
using a conservative 10% of
contract value, the social value
generated from ‘in-kind’ and
monetary contributions from
the social housing supply
chain would have yielded an
impact value of £930m in
2019 alone.
Hyde’s 2050 Strategic
Plan3 sets out our focus on
becoming a truly customerdriven organisation; one
providing great services to
customers and that ensures
all our homes are safe, decent,
energy efficient and affordable.
If we’re serious about creating
the best outcomes for our
customers, communities and
society, then those with whom
we enter into contracts should
care too. In fact, we must now
insist on it. Social value from
our supply chain can help to
ensure that for every pound
we spend, as much value as
possible is achieved.
Chichi Onyenemelu
Social Value Adviser,
the Hyde Group

“We know social housing is much more
than providing a home, it’s about creating
safe and sustainable communities,
reducing the burden on emergency
services, healthcare and local authorities.
By giving people safe, secure and wellmanaged homes, we can give them
better life chances, so they can realise their full potential and
contribution to society. This is real social value.
“Our supply chain partners are an important part of the Hyde
team and play a key role in helping us create social value. We
only want to work with organisations who support our values
and social purpose.
“Our renewed ambition to build more social value into our
procurement process will ensure we choose supply chain
partners with the capacity and expertise to match our ambition
to deliver economic, social and sustainability outcomes for our
customers, our communities and society as a whole.”
Rod Holdsworth
Chief Financial and Resources Officer
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Introducing social value
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Social value is an umbrella term describing
the wider social, economic and environmental
benefits derived from an organisation’s work
(its activities, processes, practices and culture,
and how it purchases and commissions goods
and services).
Social value is generated when an organisation
looks beyond the financial cost it will incur in
pursuit of its goals, to the wider value that can
be created for society.
Social value shouldn’t increase an
organisation’s costs if done in the right way.
Many organisations already think holistically
and work to generate positive impact for their
local communities.

At Hyde, we create social value in a number
of ways:
• Building and maintaining affordable, safe,
decent, energy efficient homes
• Specialist advice services for customers
facing financial crisis
• Community, sector-wide, local authority and
national partnerships
• Hyde Charitable Trust grants
• Increasing the skill of our workforce and our
staff volunteering programmes.
We also generate social value by working
with our suppliers to create opportunities
and activities with social, economic and
environmental benefits for customers and
communities.

The Social Value Act 2012
The Public Services (Social Value) Act 2012 requires public sector organisations, including
housing providers, to ‘consider’ how goods and services they procure might improve the
economic, social and environmental wellbeing of the relevant area. The aim is to encourage
organisations to choose a supplier which goes beyond the basic contract terms and secures
wider benefits for the community.
While the Act only applies to contracts above EU thresholds (now UK thresholds), we aim
to go beyond these requirements, pushing to generate social value from all our contracts,
where possible.

Defining social value
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In line with the Social Value Act, we define social value as opportunities, in-kind or cash
contributions from our suppliers, that:
• Are over and above the goods/services/works they’re contractually obliged to provide
• Produce a positive economic, social or environmental outcome
• Benefit our customers, communities and society.
Organisations shouldn’t use social value contributions as a way of avoiding using their core
budgets and resources to carry out their legal obligations. Examples of outcomes that social value
can create include:
Economic
• Employment opportunities

Environmental

Social

• Reducing impact on the
environment and carbon
emissions

• Helping disadvantaged
people to access
employment or training

• Apprenticeships

• Promoting sustainability

• Work experience
placements, shadowing,
mentoring

• Ethical supply chain.

• Supporting community
projects eg with a focus
on digital inclusion, health,
young people, families and
older people

• Accredited training
and workshops

• Employing a local workforce
• Contract opportunities for
voluntary, community and
social enterprises and small
and medium size enterprises.

• Encouraging biodiversity

• Charitable donations
• Improvement of spaces.

Want to get a garden idea off the ground?
Just Ask
Just Ask, which provides some of our
estates services, helped transform Plassy
Road on the Bray Gardens Estate in
Catford, paying for tools, seeds and bulbs
for a project organised by Hyde caretaker
John McGinn.
John came up with the idea of encouraging
children to help replant some unused beds
with flowers.
‘It was great to see the children working
together on this project,” he said. “Two of
the boys, Daniel and Josiah, have been
really enthusiastic. They tidied the area
and planted tulips, pansies and primroses.
They’ve been watering every day and can’t
wait to see the results of their hard work.”
John added: “We’ve now finished planting
the flower beds and we’ll have colour all
year round. Everyone’s so pleased with the
results and can’t wait to see what they’ve
planted. Well done to everybody that
helped and thank you again to Just Ask, we
couldn’t have done it without you.”

The wider benefits of social value
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Social value can create a lasting impact for
individuals, communities and the environment.
A missed opportunity to deliver social value
may lead to costs that Hyde and/or the
taxpayer must absorb elsewhere.
Social value may also help to deliver innovation,
manage risk and provide greater value for money.
The more effectively the social housing sector
normalises social value in its activities, the
more suppliers will be able to adapt and
respond. The result will be a fundamental
cultural shift in behaviours and attitudes.
We involve customers, communities and local
stakeholders in deciding what social value
activities and opportunities our suppliers
should offer. This helps ensure the social value
delivered better meets the needs of people and
places, with potentially greater impact.
Bringing suppliers and local communities
together, through social value planning and
delivery, sparks relationships with the potential
to be sustainable and even outlive the contracts
we have with our suppliers.

The Public Contracts Regulations 2015
The Public Contracts Regulations
2015 allows us to evaluate social and
environmental aspects, alongside
value for money considerations, when
assessing tenders, as long as they’re
linked directly to the contract. This means
we can ask for proof that works, services
or goods meet social or environmental
criteria, and exclude tenderers, should
they not meet these criteria.

Our social value strategy
Scope

Aim

This strategy sets out our objectives and
key activities up to 2025. In keeping with
the Social Value Act 2012, the focus is
on generating social value through our
procurement processes and maximising the
social value potential of our supply chain.

To maximise social
value from our goods,
services and works
contracts to drive positive
economic, social and
environmental impact.

Objectives
Get more value for money from the contracts we award
• All eligible contracts must demonstrate a commitment to delivering social value. This will
help us to achieve the optimal combination of quality and overall value.
• We’ll also need robust systems and processes designed to support how we request, monitor
and measure social value.
Generate better outcomes for our customers and communities
• Our social value approach can help plug the gaps in resources and services; and facilitate
new and innovative solutions to difficult problems.
• Outcomes generate direct impact for customers, communities and the environment, and can
also create additional value, achieve efficiencies and improve service design.
Position ourselves as a social value champion within the sector
• We must be a leading authority in our sector on realising meaningful social value from
contracts; and be known as a social housing provider which only works with suppliers that
want to be stakeholders in our communities.
• By promoting a responsible supply chain and fostering a shared understanding of social
value across Hyde and among our suppliers, we’ll generate greater synergy between us, our
supply chain, our communities and local provider market.
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Our social value principles
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Our social value approach will be guided by a set of key principles. These principles support the
qualities and behaviours central to our corporate values.
Our values
We’re collaborative

Our principles
Collaboration: We’ll all play our part to ensure social
We work with, learn from and share our value is agreed, delivered and monitored; working
ideas and expertise with others in Hyde effectively across teams and with suppliers.
and beyond, for the benefit of all.
We’re inclusive
We celebrate and draw strength from
our differences. We’re open, honest and
fair. We respect our customers, staff
and other stakeholders and expect
them to treat us in the same way.

We’re customer-driven

Proportionality: Social value requests will be
commensurate with the value of the contract.
Consistency: Social value requests will be standardised
for all (eligible) contracts and discussed during the preprocurement process.
Promoting good practice: We’ll recognise suppliers who
readily engage and deliver meaningful outcomes. We’ll
only engage with suppliers who want to contribute to
improve the lives of our customers and to improve their
communities.
Needs-driven: Social value requested from the
supply chain will be informed by the real needs of our
customers and communities.

We understand the needs of our
customers. We use this insight to
Local impact rule: We’ll prioritise the delivery of social
create and deliver our services,
empowering our customers to lead the value at a local community level.
best lives they can.
We’re innovative
We’re ambitious for our organisation,
our people and our sector. We
encourage purposeful innovation and
new ways of thinking.

Staying one step ahead: We’ll implement practices that
feel right, make sense and yield good outcomes for
customers, communities, the environment and society;
as and when the opportunities arise – not wait for
mandatory instruction from regulators or legislation to
implement those practices.

Key social value achievements 2018-21
We’ve made some good progress in delivering more social value through our supply chain since
we first set targets in 2018, but there is more to do; this strategy will enable us to maximise social
value outcomes and ensure a consistent approach in the future.
Objective: Get more value
for money from the contracts
we award
• We request social value
contributions for some
of our contracts and
frameworks. On average,
social value makes up
0.5%-2% of tender
evaluation scores
• We created a ‘social value
matrix’, giving suppliers a
menu of activities to choose
from, enabling them to meet
social value targets, set out
in their social value plan
• Activities are recorded in
the ‘Social Value Vault’
and discussed at contract
meetings.

Objective: Generate better
outcomes for our customers
and communities
• Our supply chain has
delivered about £500k
towards 100 social value
projects, targetting: food
and fuel poverty, young
people, older people, digital
inclusion, wellbeing and
money and debt support
• We created employment
opportunities for our
customers and others in
our communities, including:
• 17 permanent full- and
part-time jobs and
apprenticeships
• More than 25 group
training sessions
• More than 60 individual
training opportunities
• 24 work placements and
shadowing experiences.

Objective: Position Hyde
as a social value champion
within the sector
• We set up and continue
to facilitate the Social
Value Leadership Group
(SVLG), a growing network
of more than 20 social
housing providers and
partners, including L&Q,
Peabody, Clarion, Southern
Housing Group, MTVH and
Sovereign
• The SVLG has developed
best practice, agreed
minimum shared targets
and discussed innovative
ways to work together to
maximise outcomes for
communities, and
embed social value
across the sector.
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Our journey to securing more social value
Key Performance Indicators
Our key performance indicators help us to set out where we need to get to, how we’ll get there,
what success will look like and how we will measure that success.
Objective: Get more value for money from the contracts we award
Outcomes

Key Performance Indicators

• Our processes make our
• Our social value matrix is embedded into 85% of our procurement
social value position and
exercises
expectations clear to
• Social value is allocated 10% of tender evaluation points (in
suppliers, staff, customers those tender evaluations where our social value matrix has been
and partners
embedded)
• Our staff play an active
• 85% of contracts contain social value KPIs (where our social value
role in negotiating,
matrix was embedded during tender or contract variation process)
delivering and monitoring
• Social value is a standing item on the agenda for 85% of regular
social value
contract meetings with suppliers who have social value KPIs
• Our suppliers engage
• Ten Hyde social value champions in place
effectively and meet the
social value expectations • Four social value supplier performance dashboard reports
circulated annually
we set
• Social value delivered in 100% of Hyde regions
• Our customers and
partners can engage in the • Five trained customer social value evaluators
social value process.
• Customer social value evaluators participating in 75% of tender
evaluations.
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ARC Community Centre gets a vital boost
The ARC Centre is a
community hub in Islington
providing much-needed
services, including events,
classes, a garden and
foodbank. The ARC team has
ambitious refurbishment plans
to improve the centre, so more
services can be offered.
Improvements are being
tackled in stages, but without
outside help, in the form of
cash, materials and labour, it
would be almost impossible to
complete this work – or they’d
take a really long time.
A key part of the plan was
to turn the centre’s meeting
room into more of a multi-use
space. This meant replacing
the carpet with flooring more
suitable for exercise classes,
and installing new purposebuilt storage for the foodbank.
Two of our contractors
stepped in to help: Equans
fitted refurbished wood
flooring reclaimed from one
of its projects, originally

destined for landfill, and
Claritas supplied materials for
the floor-to-ceiling cupboards,
which were built by its
subcontractor DGP Logistics.
The ARC Centre Manager
Damien Brown said: “The
work that everybody has put
into this project is absolutely
vital to the smooth running of
the centre. The flooring and
cupboards are already making
a huge difference.
“This support was invaluable.
The flooring looks amazing

and it’s helped us create
a beautiful space for our
volunteers to work, and for
classes to be held.
“The cupboards also mean
everything can be safely
stashed away and out of sight
and our kitchen is now clear,
so volunteers aren’t having
to traipse through the venue
with food. It also means we
can use the room for more
activities. Having more space
to hire means we can generate
essential income. Our
volunteers are delighted.”

Our journey to securing more social value
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Objective: Generate positive outcomes for customers, communities, local businesses and
the environment
Outcomes

Key Performance Indicators

• Customers, communities and • A new digital matching platform implemented
partners are connected with
• £5m of social value delivered by Hyde suppliers (in-kind and
resources and opportunities to financial contributions), to include:
meet their needs
• £500k in cash for projects and initiatives
• Local people develop and
• 2,000 hours of community volunteering
strengthen the skills and
• 250 job and apprenticeship opportunities awarded to
abilities they need to survive,
local residents
adapt, and thrive
• 500 training opportunities (including 200 training
• Increased capacity and
opportunities for young people)
sustainability of Voluntary,
Charity and Social Enterprises
• 100 work placements for job seekers and young people
(VCSEs) and Micro, Small and
• £1.5m contract spend with VCSEs and MSMEs
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)
• 100 hours of expert business advice to VCSEs and MSMEs
• Environmental sustainability
(eg financial/legal/HR advice/HSE)
and biodiversity is respected.
• £250k value of works and in-kind contributions donated
to VCSEs
• 50 environmental/sustainable projects delivered.
Objective: Affect change through our social value work
Outcomes
• We are known contributors to
driving the social value agenda
• The impact of our social value
work is demonstrated and
communicated.

Key Performance Indicators
• 25 requests for support/guidance
• 30 member organisations represented on the Social Value
Leadership Group (SVLG)
• Impact value of social value delivered is 15% of total annual
contract value
• Achieve the Social Value Quality Mark.

Business alignment
This strategy’s aims, objectives and outcomes align with a number of Hyde’s strategies and
strategic plans:
• The Hyde Foundation Strategic Plan and Impact Report: Social value supports Hyde
Foundation’s aim to invest in the physical, social and environmental infrastructure that
people and communities need to thrive, as part of its ambitions to enable positive change in
communities and supporting those at risk of homelessness.
• Our Housing Management Strategy: By working in partnership with suppliers and other
stakeholders, we can help create great places where people want to live, a key ambition of the
housing management strategy.
• Our Environmental Social and Governance Framework: Social value helps us meet the ESG
framework’s expectation for us to engage with responsible suppliers, and for us to play a role in
the growth of responsible, regional businesses.
• Our Customer Strategy: Working with suppliers to deliver solutions to help meet the needs of
local communities supports the ‘Empower Me’ theme of our customer strategy.
• Our Energy and Sustainability Strategy: Social value from our supply chain will support our
environmental and sustainability objectives. Environmental projects, improvements to green
spaces and other sustainable activities will give communities greater access to the natural
environment and deliver associated physical and mental health benefits.
• Customer Involvement Strategy: Social value initiatives will create more opportunities for
customers to get involved in developing better services.
• Value for money and Value of a Social Tenancy: Social value generated from our supply chain
will add to the total social value we create and help us deliver better value for money.
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Drivers and challenges
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• In September 2020, the Cabinet Office
published Procurement Policy Note (06/20),
introducing measures that place social
value at the centre of all future central
government procurement. Since January
2021, central government buyers have
been required go beyond the Social Value
Act 2012 guidelines, allocating 10% of the
award criteria to social value. A number of
local authorities and housing providers are
implementing similar mandates.

• Institutional investors are increasingly
looking at the social housing sector for
sustainable investment opportunities.
Evidencing social value, as part of ESG
criteria, is likely to become ever-more
important in investment decisions.

• The June 2021 Procurement Policy Note
05/21 and the December 2020 Transforming
Public Procurement Green Paper reinforced
the Government’s view that social value is a
key part of procurement reform.

• Suppliers delivering social value aren’t
necessarily more expensive. A social value
approach can lead to cost savings, improved
service delivery, improved public image and
better community relations.

• The Housing Ombudsman Service published
its Social Value Policy in June 2021, setting
out its approach to managing social value
within strategic supply chains.
• COVID-19 and the cost of living crisis will
mean communities need greater social and
economic support, in terms of jobs, training
and access to advisory services.
• Local voluntary, community and social
enterprises and Micro, Small And Medium
Sized Enterprises struggle to meet eligibility
criteria for procurement, or compete with
larger providers. Along with contract
opportunities, these organisations need
professional advice/services, resources and
access to workspaces.

• Social value doesn’t necessarily come at
a significant financial cost to suppliers
and can generate a return on investment,
by helping to attract and retain staff, and
increasing the amount of work won.

• Incorporating social value in contracts can
‘stretch’ Section 106 targets, helping to
deliver more benefits to communities.

Our approach
Consistency and coordination
The Social Value Strategy will ensure all staff
understand how social value generated from our
supply chain is an innovative and effective value
for money tool. This will reinforce the importance
of procurement remaining a competitive process,
seeking best value for money. Developing
mechanisms aligned with this strategy to improve
consistency, coordination and communication
will be a priority moving forward.
Social value matrix
Our social value matrix will be incorporated into
the procurement and commissioning process,
to ensure suppliers make formal social value
commitments. It will also ensure we request
social value in a consistent way, and that
additional social, environmental and economic
outcomes are systematically incorporated into
the procurement process.
The matrix will include a menu of social value
categories (informed by the needs of customers,
communities and other stakeholders), which
suppliers can choose from.
These will guide the social value activity suppliers
deliver during each year of their contract and
ensure their actions meet local community needs.
Each matrix category will be linked to a range
of potential outcomes (each with associated
performance measures).
The matrix sets clear parameters for suppliers’
social value offers, but provides enough flexibility
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for suppliers to build bespoke offers that are
proportionate and relevant to their contract, and
allows them to respond creatively when delivering
solutions for customers and communities.
Good contract management
Good contract management enables us and
our suppliers to meet contractual obligations
at an agreed cost and quality, maximising
savings and service quality. It will be essential
to capture suppliers’ matrix selections using
key performance indicators and consistently
and routinely monitor them using performance
monitoring and reporting.
This will enable us to record what social value is
being achieved and address any challenges in
ways that aren’t too onerous on suppliers or staff.
Where suppliers are found not to be fulfilling their
social value obligations, action can be taken to
encourage compliance.
Procurement minimum standards
Before we apply any social value requirements
to a procurement process, we expect all bidders
(for contracts valued over £100k) to commit to
providing:
• Anti-collusion declaration
• Modern slavery code of conduct declaration
• Completed health and safety questions and
evidence of policy statement
• Evidence of equal opportunities and a diversity
policy statement.

Measuring social value impact
We’ll use the Social Value Portal National Themes, Outcomes and Measures (TOMs) framework to
measure the impact of the social value generated by our supply chain.
The TOMs framework adapts benefit analysis techniques as outlined in the HM Treasury Green
Book, and other relevant public sector and impact assessment guidance documents, to assign a
financial value to an impact. Sources include:
• HM Treasury Green Book and supplementary guidance
• The Greater Manchester Combined Authority Unit Cost Database
• Office of National Statistics data
• Data published by other ministerial departments (including the Department for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy, Department for Transport, Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs, Department for Education, Department for Work and Pensions, and Ministry of Justice)
• Other research and data from sector or third sector organisations (for example, the Living Wage
Foundation).
The framework can be aligned to the UN Sustainability Development Goals and is used by local
and central government, the NHS, other public and private sector bodies and a number of social
housing providers.
We’ll also use case studies to highlight impact.
It may also be useful to understand the nominal value of social value activities. This will help with
Implementing
this strategy
return
on investment
calculations and help suppliers understand what level of resource is required
to scale
activity.
Hyde’s Procurement team will play a key role
Hyde’sup
Chief
Financial and Resources Officer
will be responsible for driving this strategy and in consistency and coordination of approach,
as well as ensuring that social value is
for ensuring that progress on social value is
embedded in our procurement processes.
made over the next four years.
Contract managers will play a pivotal role in
The Chief Financial and Resources Officer
the monitoring of social value delivery against
will be supported by Hyde’s Social Value
agreed KPIs.
Adviser, who is in charge of developing and
This strategy will be reviewed annually to
implementing specific actions, and ensuring
the cooperation of colleagues across the
ensure it remains current and fit for purpose.
business and across key partner organisations.
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Key organisations and links
• Social Value Portal
• Social Value UK
• Social Value International
• HACT (Housing Associations’ Charitable Trust)
• Greater Manchester Combined Authority
• UN Sustainable Development Goals
• UK Green Buildings Council
• Office for National Statistics
• Crown Commercial Service
• Chartered Institute of Procurement and Supply (CIPS)
• Federation of Small Businesses (FSB)
• The Good Economy
• The Social Value Practice
• Shelter
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